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1. BACKGROUND 
 

By letter dated April 21, 2011, Northland Utilities (NWT) Limited (“Northland”, 

“NUL”) submitted to the Northwest Territories Public Utilities Board (“the Board”) 

a Phase 1 General Rate Application for the 2011-2013 test period. 

 

The Town of Hay River (“Hay River”, "HR") and the Hamlet of Fort Providence 

(“Fort Providence”, "FP") registered their respective interventions with the 

Board, by letters dated May 6, 2011.  

 

By letter dated August 8, 2011, Northland requested permission and direction of 

the Board to enter into formal Negotiated Settlement (“Settlement”) discussions 

with Hay River and Fort Providence. NUL also requested that the Board suspend 

the current process. 

 

The Board, by letter dated August 10, 2011, granted permission to commence 

Settlement discussions and requested that the Board be advised on whether or 

not a Settlement has or will be concluded by September 9, 2011. Concurrently, 

the Board approved the suspension of the current schedule. 

 

On September 9, 2011, Northland advised the Board that it had successfully 

reached a comprehensive Settlement with Hay River and Fort Providence. 

Northland stated that it is working with the other parties to file an executed copy 

of the Settlement as soon as possible. By letter dated, October 4, 2011, NUL 

filed and requested Board approval of the Settlement arrived at as a “package 

deal” agreement between Northland, Hay River and Fort Providence. 
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The Board issued Decision 17-2011, dated November 14, 2011 approving the 

Settlement and directed Northland to refile a complete set of Phase 1 revenue 

requirement schedules reflecting the Settlement together with any request for 

rate adjustment within 30 days of the Decision. 

 

In a letter dated November 28, 2011, NUL submitted a Compliance Filing 

Application, in accordance with Board Decision 17-2011. 

 

The Compliance Filing includes a complete set of Phase 1 revenue requirement 

schedules reflecting the Settlement.  

 

As part of its Compliance Filing Application, Northland requested approval from 

the Board to:  

 

(1) Set 2011 interim rates as final rates; 

(2) Effective January 1, 2012, apply 2012 interim refundable rates through the 

adjustment of the Rate Adjustment Rider, Rider R; 

(3) Refund the over-collection between the 2011 approved revenue 

requirement and revenue at current approved base rates and riders from 

July 1, 2011 to December 31, 2011 through adjustment of the Temporary 

Refund/Surcharge Rider, Rider E; 

(4) Setting the Interim Refundable Rate Rider K to $0/kWh; 

 

NUL also requested that the Board approve as final the Terms and Conditions of 

Service (“T&Cs”) included as Attachment 2 of the Application. 

 

The Board issued Decision 23-2011, dated December 21, 2011 approving the 

2011, 2012 and 2013 Phase 1 revenue requirement schedules, the T&Cs and 

the Riders R, K and E Rate Schedules, effective January 1, 2012. 
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2. APPLICATION 
 

By letter dated June 29, 2011, Northland filed its Phase 2 General Rate 

Application (“GRA”, “Application”) with the Board with respect to the test period 

2011 to 2013. [Ex. 2] 

 

In its Application, Northland requested order or orders of the Board approving: 

 

1) the proposed 2011 Rate Adjustment Rider, Rider R, 

2) the proposed 2012 base Rate Schedules, 

3) the proposed 2013 Rate Adjustment Rider, Rider R, 

4) the proposed renaming of the NTPC GRA Shortfall Rider, Rider F, to the 

Purchase Power Cost Adjustment Rider, Rider F and its related 

adjustment factor, 

5) the proposed revisions to the Fuel Clause Adjustment Rider, Rider A and 

adjustment mechanism, 

6) the proposed revisions to the Diesel Generation Rider, Rider I and 

assumptions, and 

7) the proposed Terms and Conditions changes and fees. 

 

Pursuant to the provisions of section 13.(1) of the Rules of Practice and 

Procedure, the Board, by letter dated July 6, 2011 directed Northland to publish 

notice of the public hearing of the GRA in newspapers that circulate in the 

Northwest Territories (“NWT”). The notice provided details of the GRA and 

invited interested persons to file a request with the Board for intervener status. 

The notice also stated that any party already listed on the Phase 1 list will 

automatically be placed on the Phase 2 list. [Ex. 1] 
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The interested parties automatically placed on the Phase 2 list are Hay River and 

Fort Providence. 

 

The Board, Hay River and Fort Providence submitted information requests, to 

which Northland responded on September 9, 2011. [Ex. 3] 

 

The Board and Hay River submitted information requests to Fort Providence in 

regards to its intervener evidence. [Ex. 4] Fort Providence responded to the 

information requests on August 31, 2008. [Ex. 5] 

 

By letter dated November 8, 2011, Northland filed Rebuttal Evidence. [Ex. 6] 
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3. PUBLIC HEARING 
 

Public Notice of the hearing was published in the Hub on July 13, 2011, and in 

the News/North on July 18, 2011 and November 21, 2011 [Ex 1]. The hearing 

was held in the City of Yellowknife on November 28 and 29, 2011. 

 

During the course of the hearing, members of the public who had not initially 

requested intervener status were invited to participate in the proceeding. Mr. 

Dave Nightingale, Director of Energy Planning with the Department of Industry, 

Tourism and Investment of the Government of the Northwest Territories 

(“GNWT”), appeared at the commencement of the hearing and advised that he 

was involved in the development of the electricity review and the changes made 

to the electricity system. He stated that he would make a statement and answer 

questions from the interested parties and the Board. 

 

At the end of hearing, the following filing dates were established: 

 

• Undertakings   December 7, 2011 

• Written Argument  December 21, 2011 

• Written Reply Argument January 9, 2012 

 

The responses to undertakings were filed by NUL on December 7, 2011.  Written 

Argument and Reply were submitted on the designated dates by HR and FP. 
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4. OVERVIEW OF THE APPLICATION 

 

The GNWT issued a policy document entitled, Efficient Affordable and Equitable: 

Creating a Brighter Future for the Northwest Territories' Electricity System, dated 

May 2010 (the "Policy Document"). The Policy Document was issued following 

extensive public consultations conducted across the NWT by an Independent 

Electricity Review Team appointed by the GNWT. The Policy Document states: 

 

"This report represents the Government of the Northwest Territories’ 
comprehensive response to the Electricity and the NTPC reviews. The 
focus of this response is on government actions. Through these actions 
the GNWT will take a leadership role to ensure our electricity system is 
efficient, affordable, and that residents and businesses of the Northwest 
Territories have equitable access to electricity." [Page v] 

 

The Policy Document contemplated the establishment of rate zones for the 

Northwest Territories Power Corporation ("NTPC") and for NUL. The NUL rate 

zones contemplated in the GNWT Policy document are as follows: 

 

Community Zone
Fort Providence, Dory Point/ Kakisa, Wekweeti, Trout Lake NUL (NWT) Thermal
Hay River, Hay River Reserve, Enterprise NUL (NWT) Hydro  
 

This Phase 2 Application requests the establishment of rates based on rate 

zones for NUL, in place of the existing community based rates. The Application 

requests grouping of communities with diesel generation under an NUL (NWT) 

Thermal zone and the Hay River communities that are served by hydro 

generation with diesel back up, under an NUL (NWT) Hydro zone, consistent with 

the Policy Document.  
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By letter dated July 9, 2010, the GNWT provided several electricity rate policy 

guidelines (“Guidelines”) for the Board’s consideration. In its letter, the GNWT 

requested the Board’s views on the Guidelines, including how they might be 

improved. The GNWT also indicated the Guidelines are intended as primarily 

applicable to the electricity rates of the NTPC, recognizing that there are 

implications for electricity rates in communities where NTPC provides wholesale 

power that is distributed by Northland Utilities (Yellowknife) Limited (“NUL(YK)”) 
and Northland Utilities (NWT) Limited (“NUL(NWT)”). The preamble to the 

Guidelines states they may be amended at a later date for NUL (NWT). 

 

The Guidelines were later amended, following the implementation of electricity 

restructuring for NTPC, pursuant to Board Decisions 16-2010 and 17-2010. The 

revised Guidelines issued on February 10, 2011 are set out below: 

 

POLICY GUIDELINES 

 

In reviewing the electricity rates for NTPC, Board should ensure: 

 

1) The electricity rates for each utility are set on a zoned basis. In determining 

the composition of zones for each utility: 

 

a. Each interconnected system served primarily by hydro should form a 

zone, by utility. 

b. All non-interconnected communities served primarily by thermal 

generation should form a single zone, by utility. 
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2) Electricity rates for the same class of customers of a utility should be the 

same throughout each zone, with the exception of Government customers 

whose electricity rates will be set based on principles outlined in Clause (3). 

 

a. In those communities where a franchise fee is levied, that fee shall apply 

only in those communities. 

 

3) Electricity rates for government customers shall be set based on the following 

principles: 

 

a. Government customers can have higher electricity Base Rates than 

nongovernment customers in the same community for the same type of 

service, but not lower than non-government customers. 

b. Government customer Base Rates will continue to vary by community until 

the next General Rate Application when the implementation of flat 

government rates, per zone, should be considered in a manner that 
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maintains the current revenue to cost ratios for government customers by 

zone. 

c. If residential or general service rates in a zone or community decrease as 

a result of this rate rebalancing exercise then government rates will stay at 

the current level, pending the next General Rate Application (GRA). The 

calculation of government rates in the next GRA is an issue for further 

discussion. 

 

4) All costs included in a utility's revenue requirement that do not relate 

specifically to providing service in a single community or zone, referred to as 

head office and general operational costs, should be shared among all of the 

utility's zones, equally weighted by energy sales (per kWh), subject to the 

following: 

 

a. In the NTPC Snare and Taltson zones, the calculation of head office and 

general operational costs in the wholesale rates for Yellowknife and Hay 

River should not include direct distribution costs. The calculation of head 

office and general operational costs should be reviewed at the next GRA. 

 

5) In assessing the fair return on the rate base of NTPC, the Board should 

permit NTPC to request a downward adjustment to the return on equity in the 

thermal zone ("Return Adjustment") as compared to a fair level of return on 

equity. 

 

6) The current revenue to cost ratios as established effective December 1, 2010, 

should be generally maintained until the next GRA, subject to the provision 

that the rates to be finalized on April 1, 2011 are no higher than the rates in 

effect prior to December 1, 2010. 
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7) The Board should consider establishing territorial fuel and low water riders on 

a per utility basis. 

 

8) In implementing the Electricity Rate Policy Guidelines, should the Board find it 

necessary to deviate from the Guidelines, the Board should provide such 

recommendation to the Minister Responsible for the Public Utilities Board. 

 

9) Transition provisions: 

 

a. Until such time as NTPC's next GRA, Norman Wells should remain as its 

own zone and not part of the thermal zone. The Board should ensure 

electricity base rates for Norman Wells customer classes following the 

initial electricity rate adjustments will not exceed the levels of electricity 

Base Rates plus Rate Riders applicable for the same level of consumption 

effective on October 1, 2009. 

b. In implementing the electricity rate policy transition, the Board should seek 

to target an Interest Coverage Ratio of 1.5 on NTPC's Thermal Zone rate 

base. 

 

In a document entitled Proposal for GNWT contribution to Northland for Rate 

Equalization in Thermal Zones, dated November 30, 2010, NUL proposed that 

the GNWT should provide support to customers in NUL's thermal communities so 

that the total bill, including base rates and riders, for non-Government residential 

and general service rate classes is equal to that billed by NTPC to its non-

Government residential and general service customers in its thermal 

communities. In the same document, NUL indicated it intends to continue to 

charge the current rates for Government customers within its Thermal 

communities. In accordance with this proposal, the GNWT Rate Equalization 

Program (“GREP”) was established by the GNWT.  
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On May 5, 2011, Northland requested clarification and confirmation from the 

GNWT on whether future cost of service and rate design should be premised on 

combining communities served by NUL (YK) and NUL (NWT) into one thermal 

and two hydro rate zones, as per the table included under Guideline #1. In an 

email response dated June 14, 2011, Mr. Dave Nightingale of the GNWT stated: 

 

"I do not expect the Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) to 
issue specific rate policy guidelines related to Northland Utilities (NUL) 
communities as the General Rate Application process is underway. 
Please consider this e-mail as general comments on the Northwest 
Territories electricity system and the broad policy direction established by 
the GNWT through the document released in May 2010, Efficient, 
Affordable and Equitable: Creating a Brighter Future for the Northwest 
Territories’ Electricity System (Electricity Review). 
 
In July 2010 the GNWT issued Electricity Rate Policy Guidelines 
(Guidelines) to the Public Utilities Board (PUB) with respect to the 
electricity structure of the Northwest Territories Power Corporation 
(NTPC). The preamble to the Guidelines noted the Electricity Review 
should be considered as broad direction. The Guidelines outlined a 
revised approach to the establishment of electricity rates in communities 
served by NTPC. 
 
Perhaps the most significant change contained in the Guidelines was the 
establishment of rate zones for rate setting purposes. This step was seen 
by the GNWT as critical in ensuring a comparable level of access to 
affordable electricity across the NWT and in simplifying the complex 
community-based rate system in the NWT. To support this transition to a 
rate zone system, the GNWT also worked with NUL to establish the 
GNWT Rate Equalization Program (GREP) as you noted in your letter. 
 
I can assure you that the GNWT remains committed to the direction 
established in the Electricity Review, the program changes to ensure a 
more equitable level of access to affordable electricity, and the 
establishment of rate zones, intended to simplify the complex community-
based rate system. I also believe that the PUB will consider the broad 
policy direction established through the Electricity Review process as they 
consider your GRA. You may want to confirm this with the PUB." 
[NUL Phase 2 GRA, Section 1, Attachment 1-3] 
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NUL states, it is its understanding that the GNWT program changes are intended 

to ensure a more equitable level of access to affordable electricity and the 

establishment of rate zones, which are intended to simplify the complex 

community-based rate system.  

 

In this Application, NUL indicates, it has applied the Guidelines to the extent 

possible in the design of the Cost of Service and corresponding Rate Design. 

NUL states the Guidelines that are specific to NTPC have not been applied. NUL 

states, the application of the Guidelines has impacted this Application as follows: 

 

1) The current Hay River rate zone, consisting of the Town of Hay River, 

Enterprise, and Katlo’odeeche First Nation, will remain as a single rate 

zone called the Hydro rate zone (Policy Guideline #1(a)); 

2) The non-interconnected communities served by thermal generation, Fort 

Providence, Dory Point – Kakisa, Trout Lake, and Wekweeti, will form a 

single rate zone, called the Thermal rate zone (Policy Guideline #1(b)); 

3) Electricity rates for the same class of customers will be the same 

throughout each zone (Policy Guideline #2); 

4) The government rate classes will be set the same across a zone in the 

same manner as for the non-government rate class (Policy Guideline #3, 

modified as per Decision 16-2010 regarding NTPC’s Application to adjust 

its base rates and riders); and 

5) The head office and general operational costs that do not relate 

specifically to providing service in a single rate zone will be shared among 

the rate zones equally weighted by energy sales (Policy Guideline #4). 

 

Exhibit 13, Schedule 5.2 shows the impact of NUL's proposals on the rates for 

each of the communities. The Application of item 5 above, whereby general 
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operational costs that do not relate specifically to providing service in a single 

rate zone will be shared among the rate zones equally weighted by energy sales, 

results in a 4.3% increase for the hydro community as compared with a company 

wide average increase of 2.6% 

 

The creation of the NUL proposed thermal zone results in some significant shifts 

in costs between the thermal communities as a result of the averaging of costs 

for the higher cost diesel communities of Dory Point/Kakisa, Wekweeti and Trout 

Lake with the relatively low cost community of Fort Providence. Schedule 5.2 

Revised as per Exhibit 13 indicates the community of Fort Providence, as a 

whole, would see an average rate increase of 24.0%. The residential and general 

service classes within Fort Providence would see increases of 24.4% and 24.6% 

respectively. On the other hand, the communities of Dory Point/Kakisa, Wekweeti 

and Trout Lake would see average decreases of 33.2%, 31.9% and 29.4% 

respectively. 

 

Notwithstanding the cost shifts noted above, after the application of GREP 

rebates, the total bill for NUL's non-Government residential and general service 

rate classes in the Thermal zone would equal NTPC's bill to its non-Government 

residential and general service customers in NTPC's thermal zone. In other 

words, the rate increases for communities such as Fort Providence for whom the 

rates would increase significantly as a result of the creation of the NUL Thermal 

zone would be mitigated by GREP. 

 

NUL states the proposed base rates for the two rate zones are designed for the 

2012 test year. The 2011 and 2013 Revenue Requirement respective shortfalls 

will be recovered through the application of the Rate Adjustment Rider, Rider R. 
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5. THE ELECTRICITY REVIEW REPORT AND THE GUIDELINES 

 

5.1 Views of the Parties 

 
Fort Providence: 
In its filed evidence, FP summarized its main concern with respect to the 

proposed creation of a Thermal zone for NUL and its impact on the customers of 

Fort Providence: 

 

"The application of the Guidelines intended for NTPC to NUL has resulted 
in a major rate increase for the largest thermal community, Fort  
Providence. For example, the Fort Providence Residential base supply 
charge is proposed to increase from 22.39 cents/Kwh 3 to 45.11 
cents/Kwh, an increase of 101.4%; and the Fort Providence General 
Service Demand charge increases from 5.83 cents/kWh to 12.72 
cents/kWh, an increase of 118.2%. When compared to the overall 
proposed rate increase of about 4.2% in 2012, the proposed rate 
increases arising from the creation of a Thermal Rate zone is very 
significant both in absolute and relative terms. It is doubtful that the GNWT 
ever intended the application of the Guidelines to foster such massive rate 
increases to any customer class. It is, therefore, only logical that the e-
mail from Mr. Nightingale concludes that "the PUB will consider the broad 
policy direction established through the Electricity Review process as they 
consider your GRA." The Guidelines then are a broad policy objective, 
they are not prescriptive as NUL applies them in the Phase 2 GRA." [Ex. 
4, p. 5,6] 

 

The above noted rates and rate increases quoted in FP's evidence were changed 

subsequently as a result of the filing of Exhibit 13 by NUL, at the time of the 

hearing. Exhibit 13 was filed to correct an error in the allocation of general and 

operational costs. 
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In its final Argument, FP submitted that the Board should reject NUL’s GRA to 

the extent that it purports to implement the Guidelines. FP takes the position that 

the status quo with respect to community based rates should continue to apply 

and further suggests that the Board should request further guidance from the 

GNWT with respect to application of the Guidelines to NUL. 

 

FP submitted that the Guidelines do not apply because, when read as a whole, 

the language used in the introductory paragraph of the Guidelines imports a 

specific application to NTPC into every provision that follows. In FP's view NUL's 

claim that the Guidelines apply generally, to NTPC and NUL, is further impugned 

by the specific inclusion of NUL in the provision contained in the preamble to the 

Guidelines which states that the Guidelines “may be amended at a later date for 

NUL(NWT). FP questioned why future amendments were contemplated for NUL 

if the present form of the Guidelines already apply to NUL. 

 

FP submitted that, if the Guidelines are to be applied to NUL, the suitable course 

of action is for the Board to request that the GNWT carry out the contemplated 

amendments in order to modify the Guidelines into a form suitable for application 

to NUL. Until such time as new Guidelines are implemented for NUL, the status 

quo would apply. 

 

FP submitted that the evidence provided by Mr. Nightingale was provided in his 

personal capacity and should be given limited weight in these circumstances and 

is inconclusive in any event. FP stated that NUL has given too much credence to 

Mr. Nightingale’s email correspondence in developing its GRA and that such an 

informal foundation cannot serve as a substitute for properly considered 

guidelines which are directly applicable to NUL. 
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FP submitted that the Board’s mandate supports its ability to deviate from the 

Guidelines when necessary. Section 17 of the Public Utilities Act (“the Act”) 
authorizes the Board to exercise exclusive jurisdiction over all matters conferred 

upon it by the Act. This jurisdiction includes setting “just and reasonable rates”, 

pursuant to sections 49 and 51 of the Act, and preventing the imposition of a, 

“unreasonable, unjustly discriminatory or unduly preferential rate” or a rate that 

may, “subject any person or community to an undue prejudice or disadvantage in 

respect of rates or services”, pursuant to subsections 48(a)(i) and (b) of the Act. 

 

FP submitted that the Board should apply the Guidelines in a manner which is 

consistent with its prior jurisprudence, the principles enunciated in the Act, and 

the “Bonbright principles” applicable to the rate-setting process. In FP's view the 

Guidelines are simply one set of factors to be taken into consideration in order to 

determine what constitutes “just and reasonable” rates. FP submitted that the 

existence of the Guidelines provides no legislative basis for the Board to reject 

decades of its past jurisprudence and foundational principles. 

 

FP submitted that if the Board decides to implement the Guidelines, all of the 

applicable principles contained in the Guidelines should be implemented, with the 

low water and fuel rider being implemented on a per utility basis, and asset 

related costs identified in NUL’s response to Undertaking #3 being allocated on 

the basis of energy. FP further submitted that the Board should create two 

Thermal zones for NUL with Fort Providence being separated from the other 

thermal communities, this grouping being subject to review if Fort Providence is 

inter-connected with Dory Point/Kakisa.  

 

In its Reply Argument, FP submitted that if the Application is approved and the 

GREP program later changed or eliminated, the rug would be pulled out from 

under the Hamlet leaving it with rates which are not based on cost of service 
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principles which would result in the Hamlet being a subsidy provider to other 

thermal communities for the indefinite future. 

 

FP submitted that if non-interconnected communities can be combined, as 

proposed by NUL, it would make no difference whether they are hydro or 

thermal. FP went on to question how NUL could support one form of postage 

stamp rate but not the other. FP noted that in the other jurisdictions referenced 

by NUL which have isolated communities, no distinction exists between 

customers served by hydro, thermal (coal/diesel/natural gas), or other generation 

types. In those jurisdictions, the customer load of the electric utility involved is 

very large compared to the isolated community and the impact on other system 

customers is minimal. That simply is not the case for NUL’s service area where 

combining the thermal communities results in FP receiving a 24% rate increase 

and becoming a subsidizer of the other thermal communities for the indefinite 

future. 

 

Town of Hay River 
In its Argument, HR submitted that a significant issue in this Application is the 

application of the Guidelines. The application of the Guidelines and the 

reallocation of costs on an energy basis results in the reallocation of $437,700 

from the thermal zones to the hydro zone. HR noted that there have been no 

specific Electric Policy Guidelines created for NUL, which fact is consistent with 

information provided in NUL’s Application. HR submitted that it is concerned that 

NUL’s interpretation of the Guideline may not be correct. In HR's view, any 

assurances that the funding formulae for Municipalities account for utility rate 

increases provides no comfort to the Town. 

 

In its Reply submission, HR submitted that in light of FP's submissions, there is 

uncertainty as to the application of the Guidelines. As such, HR recommended 
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caution in expanding any implementation of the Guidelines pending any explicit 

direction to the contrary from the GNWT. HR submitted that if the Guidelines did 

not intend that one community should bear the cost of implementation, then 

equally, Hay River should not bear increased costs either. Accordingly, HR 

recommended a minimalist approach to implementing the Guidelines. 

 

Northland 
In its Argument, NUL submitted that the Guidelines are primarily applicable to 

NTPC because a number of the Guidelines refer specifically to NTPC and a plain 

reading of the Guidelines, reveals that a number of the Guidelines apply to both 

NTPC and Northland. Furthermore, the Guidelines are replete with references to 

“each utility”, “by utility”, “per utility”, and “a utility”. NUL submitted that in its view, 

Guidelines 1, 2, 4 and 7 are applicable to both NTPC and NUL and Northland is 

seeking to implement the applicable Guidelines in this Application. 

 

NUL noted that it is ultimately for the Board to decide the specific manner in 

which the Guidelines are applied to its customers and submitted that its proposal 

is a fair and reasonable approach in the context of the framework set out by the 

GNWT. NUL stated that the GNWT intended that there be consistency in rates 

between NTPC and Northland to allow for simplicity and transparency in the rate 

setting process. NUL noted that, this was confirmed in the oral evidence given by 

Mr. Nightingale who also referenced the need to ensure that all communities 

have an equitable level of access to affordable power.  

 

NUL submitted that the GNWT has been clear and unequivocal in the expression 

of the broad principle that zonal rates be implemented territory-wide. NUL 

submitted that its proposed rate design is consistent with both the Electricity 

Review Report and the Guidelines, and achieves the GNWT’s objectives. 
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NUL submitted that FP's proposal that the status quo community-based rate 

design be maintained in the face of clear GNWT policy to the contrary is, 

untenable and should be rejected by the Board. NUL submitted that FP's 

assertion that Northland’s proposed zonal approach is not reasonable because 

(i) the communities are different in size; (ii) they do not share a common 

franchise agreement; and (iii) overall, the smaller communities cost more to 

serve on a per unit basis, is overly simplistic and fundamentally at odds with the 

Electricity Review Report and the Guidelines. NUL stated that it does not agree 

with Fort Providence’s simplistic assessment as support for the continued 

separation of the thermal communities. NUL stated that its views are more 

closely aligned with those of Mr. Nightingale who noted during his appearance 

that NUL's Thermal communities are small, isolated and use diesel generation 

and if they are so similar, then, why do they have to be different. [NUL Argument, 

p.14] 

 

NUL stated that cost causation remains central to its proposed rate design for the 

proposed rate zones, which are based largely on full cost recovery by rate class. 

NUL submitted that the most widely accepted measure of reasonable rates is 

whether the rates recover the cost of service by rate class. NUL has not deviated 

from that principle in this Application. 

 

NUL submitted that cross-subsidization can occur as a result of the different cost 

drivers from different-sized communities. In NUL's view this is a natural 

occurrence in postage stamp ratemaking and can seldom be avoided. 

Nevertheless, as acknowledged by FP, postage stamp rates have been accepted 

as just and reasonable in other jurisdictions. They have even been accepted in 

jurisdictions such as Alberta, where customers in isolated communities pay the 

same rates notwithstanding that they are not interconnected to the system. 
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The key points raised in NUL's rebuttal are summarized below: 

 

• The fact that the Guidelines have not yet been amended for NUL is not 

dispositive of the issue. Amendments to the Guidelines may become 

necessary should the Board affirm FP's position, which shows complete 

disregard for clear policy direction from the GNWT. 

• While all diesel communities in NTPC's service area saw a reduction in 

rates by virtue of the implementation of the Guidelines during the rate 

rebalancing exercise in 2010, this was the result of the manner in which 

the Guidelines were implemented, not because that was the intent of the 

Guidelines or the Electricity Review Report. 

• To set NTPC and NUL down separate rate design paths would be 

fundamentally at odds with the Electricity Review Report and Guidelines, 

which have clearly identified a policy favouring consistency, simplicity and 

equity. 

• The implementation of Guidelines 5 (downward adjustment to thermal 

zone equity return) and 6 (rates to be finalized on April 1, 2011 to be no 

higher than the rates in effect prior to December 1, 2010) by NTPC was 

possible only as a result of its unique status as a Crown Corporation. 

• Norman Wells was intended to remain as its own zone and not part of the 

thermal zone only "until such time as NTPC's next GRA". 

• Differing cost structures clearly did not deter the GNWT from issuing 

Guidelines grouping the various thermal communities in both NTPC and 

NUL's service areas to achieve its goal of bringing equity to electricity 

rates across the territory. 

• While this Board has typically assessed rates without regard for available 

subsidies, under the present circumstances, NUL's proposed rate design 

should not be considered in a vacuum. 
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Board Findings: 
The Board recognizes the broad policy objectives of the GNWT as set out in the 

Policy Document. The implementation Guidelines resulting from the Policy 

document were primarily directed at rate restructuring for NTPC although certain 

references in the Policy Document and the Guidelines would suggest the broader 

policy was to be applied to other utilities in the NWT, including NUL.  The Board 

notes however, that there is no formal direction to the Board pursuant to Section 

14 of the Act directing the Board to adopt the broad policy objectives contained in 

the GNWT Policy document or the Guidelines, for NUL. 

 

The Policy Document states: 

 

"This report represents the Government of the Northwest Territories’ 
comprehensive response to the Electricity and the NTPC reviews. The 
focus of this response is on government actions. Through these actions 
the GNWT will take a leadership role to ensure our electricity system is 
efficient, affordable, and that residents and businesses of the Northwest 
Territories have equitable access to electricity." [Page v] 

 

In the Board's view the Policy Document contemplates ensuring, through Board 

and Government action, an electricity system that is efficient and affordable while 

providing equitable access, for residents and businesses of the NWT. The 

Guidelines were issued in order to help implement this policy with respect to 

NTPC. 

 

For reasons unknown to the Board, the GNWT chose not to issue another set of 

Guidelines specifically applicable to NUL.  However, despite the absence of NUL 

specific Guidelines, it is the Board’s view that the GNWT has made its position 

known with respect to the necessity to move away from the existing community 
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based rate methodology in favour of the adoption and application of the 

Guidelines for NUL and has left it to the Board to implement its policy in the best 

manner possible.  

 

In the absence of the Guidelines, the outcomes proposed in this Application 

would be at odds with the Board’s approach to establishing just and reasonable 

rates that existed prior to the issuance of the NTPC Guidelines. However, the 

Guidelines are now a reality and have to be considered as part of the NWT 

regulatory environment as applied to this Application.  

 

The Board notes NUL's view that, to set NTPC and Northland down separate rate 

design paths would be fundamentally at odds with the Electricity Review Report 

and Guidelines, which have clearly identified a policy favouring consistency, 

simplicity and equity. In general, the Board is in agreement with NUL on this 

point.  The task facing the Board though is how to accomplish this in a fair and 

reasonable manner. 

 

The Board notes the establishment of equitable bills for non-Government 

customers within NUL's Thermal communities, was accomplished for NUL 

through the mechanism of the GREP rebates, prior to the filing of NUL's Phase 2 

GRA. 

 

However, the GREP operates outside the regulated process controlled by the 

Board and is a post-rate making mechanism established entirely between NUL 

and the GNWT. The Board agrees with Fort Providence that the Board cannot 

rely upon the continued existence of the GREP into the future when the Board is 

making its determination on just and reasonable rates. 
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The Board notes HR's concern that the application of the Guidelines and the 

reallocation of costs on an energy basis would result in the reallocation of 

$437,700 from the Thermal zones to the Hydro zone. Further HR notes, any 

assurances that the funding formulae for Municipalities account for utility rate 

increases provides no comfort to the Town. 

 

The Board also notes FPs concerns as set out in its evidence as well in its 

Argument and Reply respecting the significant increase in rates for the 

community resulting from the creation of a Thermal zone and, its view that the 

community based rates should be continued. The Board also notes FP's view 

that, if the Board decides to implement the Guidelines, all of the applicable 

principles contained in the Guidelines should be implemented, with the low water 

and fuel rider being implemented on a per utility basis 

 

The Board notes NUL's proposals are designed to comply with those Guidelines 

that NUL deemed were applicable to the Company; these are, primarily, 

Guidelines # 1, 2 (with the exception of the reference to Government customers) 

and 4. NUL did not adopt Guideline #7 respecting sharing of fuel cost increases 

across all utility customers. Although NUL does not have a low water rider for the 

Hydro zone at the present time, the principle of sharing of fuel cost increases and 

decreases across all utility customers would, in the Board's view, be consistent 

with the requirements of Guideline #7.  

 

The Board notes there are certain similarities and dissimilarities in the rate 

restructuring undertaken for NTPC, as compared with NUL's restructuring 

proposal. For example, the application of Guideline #4 resulted in allocating head 

office and general operational costs on the basis of energy, which in turn, 

resulted in rate increases for NTPC's hydro zone customers and corresponding 
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reductions to the Thermal zone customers. This is an instance where NUL's 

proposal results in a comparable outcome for NUL and NTPC. 

 

However, NUL's proposals will not produce comparable outcomes in other 

instances as noted below: 

 

• The NUL proposal results in a material average increase in the rates for 

residential and general service customers of 24.4% and 24.6% 

respectively in the Community of Fort Providence; on the other hand, none 

of the communities within the NTPC Thermal zone saw rate increases as 

a result of NTPC's rate restructuring. 

• The NUL fuel price variances under Rider A and fuel and other volume 

related variances under Rider I are to be applied on a rate zone basis, 

based on cost causation, as opposed to being applied on a per utility 

basis; on the other hand the NTPC fuel and low water riders are to be 

applied across all utility customers as opposed to being applied to the 

applicable rate zone thereby mitigating the impact of fuel and low water 

riders by spreading the burden over a larger consumption base. Further, in 

the case of NTPC, GNWT financing in the amount of $6 million was 

available to partially offset the legacy fuel and water stabilization deferral 

account balances which is not available to NUL.  

• Certain mechanisms prescribed in the Guidelines such as the downward 

adjustment to return on equity for the NTPC Thermal zone helped mitigate 

rate impacts in the case of NTPC's rate restructuring. The reduced return 

on equity mechanism is not available to NUL to mitigate rate increases, 

given that it is not a Crown Corporation as is NTPC. 

• The Guidelines did not contemplate an increase to Government rates in 

the NTPC Thermal communities, following rate restructuring. In the case 
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of NUL the Government rates in Fort Providence would see significant 

increases. 

 

Notwithstanding the above noted differences, in the Board’s view, the overall 

direction of the Guidelines suggests that the continuation of community based 

rates in NUL communities is no longer a viable option for the Board.  The GNWT 

has given the Board the signal that it requires the Board to move away from 

community-based rates towards the adoption of rate zones. The political direction 

set out in the Policy Document and Guidelines will have negative rate 

consequences in Fort Providence and the NUL Hydro Zone. However, it will 

ultimately be the GNWT who will have to deal with the political consequences 

which may result from the implementation of its policy.  What is up to the Board is 

how to efficiently and fairly make the regulatory changes that are required to 

satisfy the political direction indicated in these documents. 

 

In the case of NTPC, there was a political position taken that the implementation 

of the Guidelines would not result in any rate increases in any community.  That 

political commitment was satisfied largely through reduced returns for NTPC, the 

injection of government money into NTPC’s regulated finances and other 

mechanisms such as changes in allocation of head office and general costs. 

Even with those mechanisms, the inclusion of Norman Wells into the NTPC 

Thermal Zone would have resulted in increases to Norman Wells rates. For that 

reason, the Guidelines included a direction that Norman Wells was to remain its 

own community-based rate zone until the next GRA. 

 

The situations in Norman Wells and Fort Providence are similar in that they are 

lower cost communities that are proposed to join a higher cost zone and, as a 

result, their rates will increase.  However, the mechanisms that were used to 

keep NTPC rates from increasing are largely not available for NUL.  As a result, it 
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is the Board’s view that the political commitment to see no rate increases in the 

transition to rate zones is not possible for NUL. 

 

Further, the inclusion of Fort Providence in the NUL Thermal zone is a 

requirement to satisfy the Guidelines just as Norman Wells will eventually have to 

join the NTPC Thermal Zone.  The question for the Board then is how to get from 

where rate levels are now to where they need to be while being as fair as 

possible to the ratepayers in Fort Providence and the other NUL communities.  In 

the Board’s view, this will entail the use of a transition period and other 

mechanisms.  Specifically, the Board has determined that: 

 

• NUL is to design an FP Transitional Rate Reduction Rider to be applied to 

each of the customer classes in Fort Providence; the rider would be a 

credit against the base rates and will be designed to limit the annual 

increase in rates due to the rate restructuring to 5% for all FP rate classes 

in any given year. Any increase in average rates for NUL due to the GRA 

will be in addition to the 5% restructuring increase; 

• The maximum increase in 2012, from 2011 rates, for any rate class in Fort 

Providence would be the 5% rate restructuring increase plus the average 

increase in rates for NUL for the year, as a result of the GRA (This would 

be about 7.6% made up of the 5% restructuring and 2.6% average 2012 

GRA increase as per Exhibit 13).  

• The maximum increase in 2013, from 2012 rates (after incorporating the 

2012 increases), for any rate class in Fort Providence would be the 5% 

rate restructuring increase plus the average increase in rates for NUL for 

the year, as a result of the GRA (This would be about 7.6% made up of 

the 5% restructuring and 2.6% average 2013 GRA increase as per Exhibit 

13).  
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• The revenue reduction, by class, resulting from the FP Transitional Rate 

Reduction Rider is to be recovered from the remaining Thermal 

communities, by class, by way of a surcharge Rider applied proportionate 

to the rate class forecast revenues.  

• NUL may propose to implement the 5% per year restructuring increase for 

FP and corresponding rate reductions for other Thermal communities, 

without necessarily waiting for the next GRA. In any event, the FP 

transition period from community based rates to full integration with the 

NUL Thermal Zone is to be completed latest by January 1, 2017 

• NUL presently does not have a low water rider. However, in the Hay River 

zone, Rider I recovers or refunds, from or to customers, the fuel costs and 

operating and maintenance ("O&M") costs, associated with diesel 

generation greater or lesser than 3.8% of total supply to the Hay River 

zone. If consistency with the intent of Guideline #7 is to be achieved, 

sharing the fuel and O&M cost increases and decreases, whether it be 

related to price changes under Rider A or volume changes related to 

diesel use under Rider I, across all utility customers would be a 

requirement. Accordingly, fuel riders applicable to the Hydro and Thermal 

zones are to be applied to all utility customers, subject to the directions 

below. 

 

NUL is directed to refile its Phase II compliance filing based upon the foregoing 

Board determinations, within 60 days of this Decision.  

 

With respect to sharing of fuel cost riders, across all utility customers the Board 

requires further evidence from NUL before making a final determination as to 

whether it is appropriate to combine the riders in the manner described above. 

Accordingly, NUL is directed to provide, as part of its compliance filing, evidence 
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based on the last 5 years history, showing the impact of applying Riders A and I 

across all NUL customers versus the status quo. 

 

Also for the purposes of the compliance filing, NUL is directed to provide 

reconciliations of each Rider A (by community) and Rider I deferral account and 

the consolidation thereof into a single fuel cost deferral account for the purposes 

of calculating a new Fuel Cost Rider. The parameters of the new Fuel Cost Rider 

should provide that it will be triggered if the forecast balance in the consolidated 

deferral account exceeds a threshold amount. Further, NUL is to address the 

appropriate threshold amount for the consolidated Fuel Cost Deferral account, in 

its compliance filing. NUL will continue to maintain the fuel price deferral 

accounts (ie the existing Rider A deferral accounts by community) and the fuel 

cost deferral account (ie the existing Rider I deferral account) separately, for the 

purposes of calculating the additions and/or reductions to the consolidated fuel 

costs deferral account. 

 

The Board recognizes that its conclusions and directions to NUL on this matter 

deviate from a pure cost causation approach to rate making.  However, it is the 

Board’s view that such deviation is necessary to achieve the transition from 

community-based rates to zonal rates.  Once the zonal system has been fully 

implemented, the Board will return to its cost causation approach to rate making 

but on a zonal basis rather than the previous community basis.  
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6. COST OF SERVICE STUDY 
 

6.1 General 

 

The primary purpose of a Cost of Service Study (“COSS”) is to fairly allocate the 

approved revenue requirement among the different customer classes within the 

Hydro and Thermal rate zones. While there are many potential allocation 

methods, the core objective is to allocate costs to the customer classes 

consistent with principles of cost causation based on customer characteristics 

such as energy consumption and peak demand. 

 

NUL states the methodology of cost functionalization, classification, and 

allocation used in the 2012 COSS is consistent with the methodology used and 

approved in its previous 2008/2010 GRA Phase 2 and reflects the changes from 

the subsequent Negotiated Settlement Agreement that was approved in Decision 

29-2008. NUL states, the COSS design is based upon a 2012 test year. 

 

The issues respecting the COSS that were raised during the proceedings are 

discussed below. 

 

6.2 Head Office and General Operational Costs 

 

NUL proposes the allocation of head office and general operational costs that do 

not relate specifically to providing service in a single rate zone, on the basis of 

energy sales, to each of the proposed rate zones pursuant to Guideline #4. 
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Issues were raised by parties with respect to the scope of Guideline #4, whether 

it includes certain asset related costs associated with common assets shared by 

the Hydro and Thermal zones and whether or not meter reading and customer 

accounting costs should be included within the scope of costs contemplated by 

Guideline #4. 

 

FP submitted that in addition to head office and general operational costs, certain 

asset related costs (return, depreciation, taxes, and interest) associated with 

certain unassigned assets should also be allocated on the basis of energy.  

 

HR submitted, if the Board holds that it must apply the Guidelines as related to 

the allocation of head office costs, it should apply them carefully and avoid 

applying an over-broad interpretation of the scope of the direction. HR submitted 

that given the uncertainty of the intended application of the Guidelines, and in 

light of the fact that even Mr. Nightingale confirms that the Guidelines apply 

primarily to NTPC, any application of the Guidelines should instead follow a 

minimalist approach. This means that only costs that are truly general in nature 

should be included in an allocation using volumes. 

 

HR submitted that NUL’s current application of the Guidelines has resulted in 

customers of the Town paying $437,700 more than their cost of service, thereby 

subsidizing other communities. To include other costs as falling within the scope 

of the direction in the Guidelines on head office costs would further increase the 

subsidy provided by citizens of Hay River. HR submitted that as it is, NUL has 

gone further than necessary in allocating costs by means of energy, even if 

NUL’s interpretation is correct and the Guidelines do apply to NUL; specifically, 

the Board should direct NUL to allocate unassigned customer accounting and 

meter reading costs on number of customers as they were allocated previously, 
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and to allocate as before any other costs listed in BR-NWT-6 that are properly 

classified as functional costs. 

 

NUL did not respond in its Reply Argument to the issue of allocation of customer 

accounting and meter reading costs raised by HR in its Argument. However, NUL 

stated during hearing examination that in its interpretation of Guideline #4 these 

costs are included within the scope of head office and general operational costs. 

[Tr., p. 177; l. 6] 

 

With respect to FP's submission that certain assets be included within the scope 

of head office and general operational costs, NUL submitted that the vast 

majority of Northland’s fixed assets are directly assigned to a community based 

on the specific location of the asset, which Northland tracks by Specific Property 

Numbers. Further, NUL submitted that the Company was unable to identify any 

equipment that would be considered spare facilities or any capital equipment or 

assets not specifically related to providing service in a single community, in its 

fixed asset records. 

 

Board Findings: 
The Board notes Guideline #4 provides as follows: 

 
"All costs included in a utility's revenue requirement that do not relate 
specifically to providing service in a single community or zone, referred to 
as head office and general operational costs, should be shared among all 
of the utility's zones, equally weighted by energy sales (per kWh), subject 
to the following: 

a. In the NTPC Snare and Taltson zones, the calculation of head 
office and general operational costs in the wholesale rates for 
Yellowknife and Hay River should not include direct distribution 
costs. The calculation of head office and general operational costs 
should be reviewed at the next GRA." 
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The definition of direct distribution costs as provided in the Guidelines is as 

follows: 

"Direct Distribution Costs: Those costs which could be avoided if the utility 
was a generation and transmission utility only." 

 

The Board considers that in order to be consistent with Guideline #4 all head 

office and general operational costs that do not relate specifically to providing 

service in a single rate zone, should be allocated on the basis of energy. The 

Board notes Guideline #4a) is not applicable to NUL since it was intended to 

apply specifically to NTPC which has wholesale customers who do not receive 

distribution related services from NTPC. Accordingly, the Board accepts NUL's 

proposed allocation of head office and general operational costs.  

 

The Board also considers that any general asset costs, not related specifically to 

providing service in a single rate zone should be included within the scope of 

head office and general operational costs subject to allocation on the basis of 

energy. However, the Board notes NUL's evidence that the Company was unable 

to identify any equipment that would be considered spare facilities or any capital 

equipment or assets not specifically related to providing service in a single 

community. Accordingly, the Board accepts NUL's explanation that there are no 

general asset costs that are to be included in head office and general operational 

costs. 

 

The Board directs NUL to reflect the above findings in its Phase 2 compliance 

filing. 
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6.3 Classification Factors 

 

NUL proposed to classify 80%, 60% and 20% respectively of plant related costs 

associated with poles towers and fixtures, overhead (“OH”) and underground 

(“UG”) conductors and line transformers, to the customer category. Therefore 

20%, 40% and 80% of the plant related costs for poles towers and fixtures, OH 

and UG conductors and line transformers respectively, were classified as 

demand related costs. NUL's proposed classification percentages are based on 

the zero intercept and minimum plant analysis set out in Attachment 4.1 of the 

Application. 

 

At the time of the last Phase 2 application, the customer classification 

percentages for poles towers and fixtures, OH and UG conductors and line 

transformers were 50%, 70% and 35% respectively. Several reasons for the 

change in classification factors since the time of the last GRA were provided in 

the responses to BR-NWT-2. 

 

First, NUL indicates it has removed the three phase volume modifier from the 

classification study for poles and transformers. NUL explained that the minimum 

size pole, as determined through the minimum plant study, is the smallest sized 

pole that will serve a single phase customer. As a result, no further 3 phase 

modification is required. This also applies to transformers. 

 

Second, NUL states in order to get a reasonable best fit correlation of the data 

points, Northland included the more common smaller poles and conductors in its 

regression analysis to better represent the development of minimum sized plant. 

Northland excluded poles and conductors that are less commonly used.  
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Third, for transformers, NUL states the Company has averaged the costs of all 

similar sized transformers (e.g. all 15 kVa transformers) and included each as a 

single data point. This was done as there are a number of observations of 

transformers which are the same size but different models. NUL indicates its 

grouping has included 94% of the total quantity of transformers and has only 

included the smaller size transformers (i.e. 300kVa or less) to better reflect an 

accurate determination of minimum size (as shown in Attachment 4-1, Section B, 

pages 2 and 3 of 6).  

 

Fourth, for conductors, NUL states it has averaged the costs of all similar sized 

conductors (e.g. all 225 amperage capacity conductors) and included each as a 

single data point.  

 

NUL indicates it has applied professional judgment to ensure that the zero 

intercept results are lower than the minimum plant results. NUL states it has 

achieved this expectation with its revised grouping and classification of data 

points.  

 

In BR-NWT-2(c), NUL was asked to explain why there are wide differences 

between the zero intercept and the minimum system results for poles (Schedule 

A of Attachment 4-1) and for wires (Schedule C of Attachment 4-1) and why 

averaging of the zero intercept and minimum system results provides a fair 

representation of reality. 

 

In response NUL stated, the differing results arising from the two methods, as 

stated above, is due to the inherent demand component in the minimum size 

method while the zero intercept has no associated demand. With the limitations 

of each methodology, Northland views that averaging the results of the zero-
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intercept and minimum size methodologies is a better representation of reality 

than the results of either methodology on its own. 

 

During the hearing, a comparison of the classification factors used by NUL with 

those of ATCO Electric (“AE”) non rural and Yukon Electric Company Ltd 

(“YECL”) was filed by FP. This document was marked as Exhibit 15. FP 

questioned NUL on why the Classification Factor Studies for YECL and AE do 

not produce comparable results as were obtained for Northland.  

 

With respect to Exhibit 15, NUL stated, while the same methodology is used for 

all three referenced companies, the uniqueness of each company’s facilities (i.e. 

type, quantity and costs of each company’s poles, transformers and conductors) 

results in different results being obtained for each Classification Factor Study. 

NUL submitted that the classifications arising as a result of its Classification 

Factor Study are appropriate and should be approved as filed. 

 

In its Argument, FP stated it recognizes there may be specific conditions which 

can impact the results of the classification factors for each of NUL's secondary 

distribution assets. However, where the resulting classification factors vary 

materially from those of the neighbouring utilities such as YECL, NUL YK or the 

parent company AE, it would make sense to undertake a more detailed review 

and assessment to understand why such differences exist.  

 

Board Findings: 
The Board notes the refinements to the zero intercept and minimum system 

analysis undertaken by NUL in these proceedings. Notably, NUL included mainly 

the more common smaller poles and conductors in its regression analysis to 

better represent the development of minimum sized plant. NUL also averaged 

the costs of all similar sized plant (e.g. all 225 amperage capacity conductors) 
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and included each as a single data point. In addition, NUL proposed that the 

minimum size pole or transformer, as determined through the minimum plant 

study, is the smallest size that will serve a single phase customer and therefore 

no further 3 phase modification (used in previous cost of service studies) is 

required. The Board accepts the proposed refinements to the analysis of 

classification factors provided in Attachment 4.1, for the purposes of this 

Decision. 

 

NUL used the average of the minimum system and zero intercept analyses set 

out in Attachment 4.1 to arrive at the recommended classification percentages for 

poles towers and fixtures, OH and UG conductors and line transformers. When 

questioned as to why there are wide differences between the zero intercept and 

the minimum system results for poles and for wires and why averaging of the 

results from the two methods provides a fair representation of reality, NUL 

responded as follows: 

 

"The zero-intercept and minimum size methodologies are two separate 
accepted techniques used to achieve a customer component 
determination. The differing results arising from the two methods, as 
stated above, is due to the inherent demand component in the minimum 
size method methodology while the zero intercept has no associated 
demand. With the limitations of each methodology, Northland views that 
averaging the results of the zero-intercept and minimum size 
methodologies is a better representation of reality than the results of either 
methodology on its own." [BR-NWT-2(c)] 

 

While the Board accepts that the results of the minimum system and zero 

intercept methods will be different, if one method suggests a customer 

classification significantly less than 50% while the other suggests a customer 

classification significantly greater than 50% there may be reason to further 

examine the veracity of the data and the underlying assumptions of the 

classification analysis. Accordingly, in future classification studies, the Board 
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would like to see corroborative evidence supporting the customer classification 

percent, particularly where there are wide differences between the zero intercept 

and minimum system analyses. This corroborative evidence may include design 

considerations for new plant additions to serve new customers. 

 

The Board accepts NUL's position that the uniqueness of each company’s 

facilities (i.e. type, quantity and costs of each company’s poles, transformers and 

conductors) results in different results being obtained for each Classification 

Factor Study.  

 

6.4 Weighted Allocation of Transformer Costs 

 

Having determined the customer percentage of costs for poles, towers and 

fixtures, OH and UG conductors and line transformers as described in Section 

6.3, NUL then compares the number of customers in a given class versus the 

number of customers in other classes served by a single phase minimum 

system, in order to arrive at the relative weighting of customers for the purposes 

of allocating customer related costs to rate classes. 

 

With regard to the number of residential customers served by a 10 KVA 

transformer representing a single phase minimum system, FP submitted that 

based on NUL's evidence, up to three residential dwellings can be served from a 

single 10 kVa transformer if the operating requirements of the connected 

customers in aggregate are low enough. FP submitted that information on the 

number of customers served by a minimum system should be provided at NUL's 

next Phase 2 GRA so that a proper assessment can be made of the cost to serve 

new single phase extensions in each of these communities. 
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In its Reply, NUL submitted that the operating requirements of its customers are 

not materially different from AE’s customers where 2 residential customers per 10 

kVa transformer has been applied and accepted as the norm. NUL submitted that 

the time and resources expended to undertake such an assessment will greatly 

exceed any benefit to be derived there from. 

 
Board Findings: 
The Board considers classification factors to be company specific and, to the 

extent these factors are company specific, the weightings used to allocate the 

portion of plant related costs considered as customer related, to different 

customer classes would also appear to be company specific.  Accordingly, it is 

the Board’s view that the customer weightings that are used to allocate the 

customer portion of costs to rate classes should reflect company specific 

characteristics as applicable to NUL. Given the differences in classification 

percentages between AE and NUL, the Board is not persuaded that the customer 

weighting factors used for AE are necessarily applicable to NUL's circumstances. 

Accordingly, NUL is directed to provide evidence showing the determination of 

company specific customer weighting factors which would be used in the 

allocation of the customer portion of costs for poles towers and fixtures, OH and 

UG conductors and line transformers, at the time of the next Phase 2 GRA. The 

Board accepts the proposed customer weightings for allocation of customer 

related costs, for the purposes of this Decision. 

 

6.5 Weighted Allocation of Services Costs 

 

NUL states a Maximum Investment Level Study presented at the 2008/2010 

GRA Phase 2 (was used as the basis for development of services weighting 

factors in this Application. The study used actual historical cost information for 
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new extensions to determine the costs to install a service in Northland’s 

communities.  

 

Based on the above noted study, for each dollar of service line costs, Hydro zone 

residential customers were allocated $.3333 while Hydro Zone General Service 

customers were allocated $.6667. Similarly, for each dollar of service line costs, 

Thermal zone residential customers were allocated $.3236 while Thermal zone 

general service customers were allocated $.6764. 

 

Interveners raised issues with respect to the NUL proposed weighting factors. 

 

Noting that 2007 data was used for purposes of calculating the weighting factors, 

FP submitted that the relative underlying costs of labour, materials and OH has 

changed since 2007. FP recommended NUL be directed to use the most current 

data in its next Phase 2 GRA to calculate such weighting factors, as well as 

provide for each community in the Hydro and Thermal Zones, support for the 

number of man-hours and other assumptions used to calculate the average 

service line costs. 

 

FP also submitted that since the proposed average line extension costs for the 

Thermal zone reflect the average unit cost of extensions for each of the 

communities, weighted by the number of customers, there is an inequity arising 

from the averaging of costs for new service line drops from the different 

communities in this manner.  

 

HR submitted that a number of multifamily residential dwelling units in an 

apartment building were inadvertently classified and coded in the customer 

database as single family residential units. HR submitted that correction of this 
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error would result in a reallocation of costs from residential to other rates classes, 

predominantly General Service and that NUL should reflect this correction. 

 

HR also submitted that NUL has used the same weighting of multifamily 

residences for the Hydro zone and for the Thermal zone; however, there is no 

evidence on the record that the Hydro and Thermal zones have the same 

weighting of single and multifamily residences. Accordingly, HR recommended 

that NUL should identify the proportion of single family and multifamily 

residences for the Hydro and Thermal zones separately, in its compliance filing. 

 

In response to HR's concern respecting the miscounted multifamily dwellings, 

NUL submitted it is amenable to incorporating the revised residential service 

costs and the resulting revised weighting factors as reflected in Undertaking 2, in 

its compliance filing. With regard to HR's proposal that the proportion of single 

family and multifamily residences for the Hydro and Thermal zones be identified 

separately, NUL submitted that the resulting changes to the weighting factors 

would not be material so as to warrant the separate analysis requested by HR. 

 

Board Findings: 
With respect to the use of more recent data for the services costs by community, 

the Board expects NUL to update this data when the next maximum investment 

level study is carried out.  

 

The Board notes NUL intends to reflect the correct proportion of single family to 

multifamily residences as reflected in Undertaking 2, as part of the compliance 

filing. Accordingly, a direction on this issue is not required. The Board accepts 

NUL's explanation that identifying and reflecting the proportions of single family 

to multifamily dwellings separately for each zone would not materially change the 

results of the cost of service study.  
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Subject to the above comments and any adjustments resulting from the 

corrections reflected in Undertaking 2, the Board accepts the proposed weighting 

factors for services. 

 

6.6 Meter Reading Costs 

 

NUL indicated the use of a weighted customer approach for allocation of meter 

reading costs is not warranted as there is only a "minimal amount of extra effort 

associated with General Service meter reading costs as compared to Residential 

meter reading cost. 

 

FP agreed with NUL that a weighted customer approach is not warranted at this 

time. 

 
Board Findings: 
The Board accepts the customer weightings for meter reading costs proposed by 

NUL for the purposes of this Decision. 
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7. RATE DESIGN 
 

7.1 Revenue to Cost Ratios 

 

NUL states the proposed rates have been designed to recover 100% of the costs 

allocated to each rate class in each zone in accordance with the Bonbright 

Principles, with the exception of street and sentinel lights. For street and sentinel 

lights, NUL states the rate increases were capped at 15% as these rate classes 

are not shielded from the impacts of rate increases under the GREP. 

 

NUL stated that consistent with the Electricity Review Report and the Guidelines, 

the Company has proposed the creation of hydro and thermal rate zones, 

whereby customers in their respective rate classes will pay the same rate 

irrespective of which community they reside in within a zone. By aggregating the 

costs charged to customers within a zone, customers in lower cost communities 

will see an increase in rates while others will see a decrease.  

 

Board Findings: 
The Board accepts NUL's proposal to design rates to recover 100% of the costs 

allocated to each rate class in each zone in accordance with the Bonbright 

Principles, unless there is some other restriction or over-riding rate design 

principle that would compel moving away from 100%. The Board directs NUL to 

reflect this approach to rate design in its Phase 2 compliance filing. 
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7.2 Individual Rates By Rate Component 

 

NUL states, in this Application, the Company has proposed to set the residential 

customer charge at $18.00 to be equal to NTPC’s charge such that all non-

government residential customers in Northland’s service area will pay the same 

bill for the same level of consumption as NTPC’s customers after the application 

of the Territorial Power Subsidy Program (“TPSP”). NUL states these changes 

were made because of the GNWT’s changes to the TPSP program whereby only 

the energy and supply charge components are equalized to that of Yellowknife’s 

charges (the customer charge having been excluded). 

 

NUL submitted that it has proposed this change in its customer charge to achieve 

fairness and to ensure that rates are equitable amongst all customers. NUL 

indicated the residential rate class energy and supply charge components were 

designed to recover the remaining residential rate class allocated revenue 

requirement providing a 100% overall revenue to cost recovery ratio.  

 

NUL submitted its proposal demonstrates an appropriate balance of the 

traditional rate design principles within the framework set out by the GNWT in the 

Electricity Review Report and the Guidelines and submits that it is through this 

lens that the Board should consider its proposed rate design. 

 

Board Findings: 
NUL indicates its approach to rate design balances the objectives of Government 

policy and the Guidelines established by the GNWT as well as the commonly 

accepted rate design principles provided on page 5-2 of the Application. 

However, the Board is concerned that NUL has been driven to deviate from 
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reflecting cost causation principles in the components of rates due to the 

structure of the TPSP. 

 

The Board notes, in the case of the residential fixed charges, the NUL proposal is 

being driven primarily by NTPC's fixed customer charge as well as the design of 

the TPSP for the hydro zone non-Government customers.  The Board considers 

while comparability of rates across the Territories is desirable, this should not 

cause undue deviations in cost recovery by rate component. The Board  

considers the fair recovery of fixed customer and demand related costs by 

corresponding fixed charges is important for providing appropriate price signals 

to customers as well as to avoid undue intra class cross subsidization of smaller 

customers by larger customers. The Board notes the comment by NUL's witness 

that the Company is looking into cost recovery issues for the future: 

 

"And where we go forward, I think that's a discussion that we're going to 
have with NTPC and also with the government in terms of what are we 
trying to achieve with our rate design to ensure that we do get full 
transparency with respect to ensuring rates recover the costs in the 
manner in which those costs are being incurred on a component by 
component basis, while still meeting the criteria set out by the government 
in this review."[Tr., p. 169; l.8-16] 

 

The Board directs NUL to initiate discussions with NTPC and with the GNWT to 

ensure rates recover the costs in the manner in which those costs are being 

incurred on a component by component basis, while still meeting the criteria set 

out by the GNWT, for the purposes of the next GRA. The Board accepts NUL's 

proposed rate design for the purposes of this Decision. 
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7.3 Rate Schedules 

 

Section 6 of the Application includes the proposed rate schedules applicable to 

the Hydro and Thermal zones as well as rate riders. The riders for which specific 

approval was requested are discussed below. 

 

7.3.1 Rider A, Diesel Fuel Cost Adjustment Rider 
 

The Diesel Fuel Cost Adjustment Rider, Rider A, provides a mechanism whereby 

variances in diesel fuel prices from the GRA approved prices are recovered from 

or refunded to customers, subject to Board approval. A summary of the process 

and criteria for the determination of Rider A as proposed by NUL in the 2011/13 

Application is set out below: 

 

a) rider deferral balances for each community will be monitored monthly; 

b) diesel rack price forecasts for each community, except for Trout Lake and 

Wekweeti, will be based on a regression formula derived from the 

previous 48-months’ Edmonton Par Oil Prices (40 API) and historical 

diesel rack prices. A 12-month forecast of the Edmonton Par Oil Price (40 

API) will be obtained from Sproule Associates Ltd. The respective 

community freight and fuel taxes will be added to the forecast rack price to 

determine the total price;  

c) actual diesel fuel prices will be used for Trout Lake and Wekweeti in place 

of the regression results (Decision 27-2006) since these rate zones 

usually receive delivery of fuel only once or twice a year;  

d) changes to Rider A will occur when the particular rate zone’s aggregate 

deferral account balance is: 

a. Hydro Rate Zone: greater than $150,000 or less than -$150,000, 
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b. Thermal Rate Zone: greater than $60,000 or less than -$60,000; 

e) rider rates will be set to recover the forecasted outstanding balance over a 

12-month period; and 

f) rider applications will be limited to one every three months. 

 

NUL also proposes to use the following assumptions for the determination of 

Rider A deferral account balances from 2012 onward: 

 

a. 2012 heat rates for each community as per Phase I, Schedule 4.1; and 

b. 2012 diesel prices for each community as per Phase I, Schedule 4.1. 

 

Board Findings: 
The Board has reviewed the Rider A mechanism and accepts NUL's proposed 

mechanism for calculation of the deferral accounts by community, subject to the 

comments below. 

 

In Section 5.1 of this Decision, the Board directed that fuel price variances 

currently recovered by way of Rider A and the fuel cost variances currently 

recovered by way of Rider I should be applied on a utility basis as opposed to 

being applied on a zonal basis. Accordingly, for the purposes of the compliance 

filing, a new Fuel Cost Rider would replace Rider A, pursuant to the directions in 

Section 5.1. 

 

7.3.2 Rider F, Purchase Power Cost Adjustment Rider 
 
NUL proposed the renaming of Rider F from “NTPC Shortfall Rider, Rider F” to 

“Purchase Power Cost Adjustment Rider, Rider F” to allow greater flexibility in 

the application of this Rider. NUL also requested that the losses adjustment 
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factor for Rider F be changed from the existing 6.60% to 6.74% to reflect the 

purchased power loss factor reflected in the 2011/2013 GRA.  

 

Board Findings: 
The Board approves NUL's request for the change in the description of Rider F. 

The Board also approves the change in the Rider F loss factor from 6.60% to 

6.74%. The Board directs that the NUL proposed changes to Rider F be reflected 

in the compliance filing. 

 

7.3.3 Rider I, Diesel Generation Rider 
 

Rider I, applicable to the Hay River Rate Zone, recovers or refunds, from or to 

customers, the fuel costs and operating and maintenance costs associated with 

diesel generation greater or lesser than a specified percentage of total supply to 

the Hay River Rate Zone.  

 

NUL states, upon Board approval of this Application, the Company proposes to 

collect or refund any variations in diesel generation volume above or below 3.8% 

(for transmission and hydro power supply only) using the same annual process 

as previously approved, but with updates to the following assumptions: 

 

a) Hydro Rate Zone (Hay River) diesel generation heat rate as per forecast 

in Phase I, Schedule 4.1; 

b) Hydro Rate Zone (Hay River) diesel price as per forecast stated in Phase 

I, Schedule 4.1; 

c) Hydro Rate Zone (Hay River) purchase power price per Phase I, Schedule 

3.1 

d) As per the Phase I, replace the O&M proxy rate, which was designed to 

collect or refund the incremental O&M costs or savings associated with 
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running the diesel plant above or below the Board approved threshold. 

The revised mechanism to recover or refund the difference between actual 

O&M costs associated with running the Hydro Rate Zone diesel 

generation greater than or less than 3.8% of the system supply 

requirements and the forecast O&M. 

e) Transmission line loss factor changed from 3.1% to 2.9% (refer to Table 2 

of Section 4 of the Phase I GRA). 

 

NUL states, once a decision has been rendered by the Board on the Phase 2 

Application, the Company proposes to reconcile any amounts collected through 

the current approved rider and make any required adjustments. NUL states Rider 

I applications will continue to be prepared annually. 

 

Board Findings: 
In the NUL 2011/2013 Phase 1 Negotiated Settlement ("Phase 1 Settlement"), 
the parties accepted the NUL proposed Rider I deferral account mechanism as 

proposed which is identical to NUL's request in the Phase 2 Application. The 

Phase 1 Settlement including NUL's proposed changes to Rider I were approved 

by the Board in Decision 17-2011. 

 

In Section 5.1 of this Decision, the Board directed that fuel price variances 

currently recovered by way of Rider A and the fuel cost variances currently 

recovered by way of Rider I should be applied on a utility basis as opposed to 

being applied on a zonal basis. Accordingly, for the purposes of the compliance 

filing, a new Fuel Cost Rider would replace Rider I, pursuant to the directions in 

Section 5.1. 
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7.3.4 Rate Adjustment Rider R and Temporary Refund Surcharge Rider E 
 

NUL states the Rate Adjustment Rider, Rider R is used to collect or refund the 

difference between the proposed revenue requirement and the revenue on 

current or proposed base rates. Since NUL has proposed to design base rates 

for 2012, the 2012 Rider R would be zero.  

 

For 2011, in lieu of a formal cost of service study for determining the allocations 

of the total revenue requirement to the respective rate zones, the forecast non-

fuel related revenue shortfall between the revenue on existing rates and the 

allocated revenue requirement would be recovered through Rate Adjustment 

Riders R and/or E. 

 

For 2013, Northland indicates it has allocated the 2013 revenue requirement to 

the Hydro and Thermal Rate Zones based on the 2012 cost of service 

allocations. Rider R as proposed would recover the total 2013 non-fuel revenue 

shortfall.  

 

Board Findings: 
The Board directs NUL to file a revised Rider R for 2013 consistent with its 

Phase 2 compliance filing. NUL is also directed to address the effective date of 

the restructured rates and propose applicable riders with respect to 2011 and 

2012 that are designed to collect or refund any difference between existing and 

proposed rates. 
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8. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SERVICE 

 

8.1 Maximum Investment Study 

 

Hay River submitted that it should not be left to NUL’s discretion as to when it will 

file a Maximum Investment Study. While the cost of a new study may not warrant 

a new study for every GRA, Hay River submitted that a new study should be 

prepared at regular intervals. HR requested that the Board direct a new 

maximum Investment Study every second GRA, the next one being for the next 

NUL GRA. 

 

Board Findings: 
The Board considers HR's suggestion that a maximum investment study be 

prepared every second GRA to be reasonable considering that changes in 

customer mix and extension costs are likely to occur over time. Accordingly, NUL 

is directed to file a maximum investment study at the time of the next GRA. 

 

8.2 In Service Dates and Definition of Capital Costs 

 

HR presented an excerpt from the revised terms and conditions of service for 

NUL (YK) that included a change to the definition of “in-service date” as well as a 

change to Section 9.2 respecting Company Liability. These changes would 

require the Company to make reasonable efforts to meet the in-service date for 

new service connections; the in-service date is the date when the company 

specifies a new service connection would be available. [Ex. 14] 
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Hay River submitted that the referenced change to the terms and conditions from 

NUL (YK) should be made for NUL as well. In HR’s view this will at least commit 

NUL to its “best efforts” to meet the service date to which it has agreed. 

 

At the hearing, NUL indicated that the Company would not be opposed to similar 

changes to NUL’s T&Cs as reflected in Exhibit 14. 

 

NUL also proposed a change to the definition of capital costs in its T&Cs, in order 

to achieve consistency with the requirements of International Financial Reporting 

standards (IFRS). The new definition set out in FP-NWT-9(a) is as follows: 

 

"'Capital Cost' the cost of materials, labour, equipment, expenses and 
other applicable direct or indirect costs incurred by the Company in 
extending Service to a Point of Service." 

 

NUL submitted that its T&Cs should be approved as filed with the revisions 

reflected in FP-NWT-9(a), and in Exhibit 14. 

 

Board Findings: 
The Board accepts the above noted changes and expects NUL to reflect the 

changes to the T&Cs reflected in FP-NWT-9(a), and Exhibit 14 in its compliance 

filing. 
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9. OTHER MATTERS 

 

9.1 Transmission Line Feasibility Study 

 

FP states similar to the benefit conferred on the Hay River customers when Hay 

River became connected to the Hydro system, as discussed at the hearing, FP is 

also looking forward to being connected to the Hydro system; to this end, NUL 

should be directed to provide an updated Line Study as soon as possible but no 

later than June 30, 2012. FP submitted , to the extent the required funding may 

be obtained from the federal and/or territorial Governments, NUL should be 

directed to provide the Board and interested parties with semi-annual updates of 

the efforts made to secure the required funding, and responses from the potential 

funding providers.  

 

HR submitted that there may well be other issues that should be included in a 

Line Study, including the cost impact on any existing Hydro zone customers. Hay 

River is not asserting that the issues raised by FP are not valid, but that a 

complete and comprehensive view should be taken. As such, HR recommended 

that, if a future Line Study is to be prepared, NUL should seek input from all 

stakeholders, including FP, HR, and the Board as to the issues to be addressed 

in a Line Study, prior to commencing the study. 

 

In its Reply submission, NUL submitted that feasibility studies in respect of 

potential future transmission projects are plainly outside the scope of matters to 

be considered as part of a Phase 2 proceeding. NUL submitted that the 

requested direction is inappropriate and should be rejected by the Board. 
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Board Findings: 
Typically, the hydro zone rates are lower than those in the thermal zone. It is 

therefore natural for the Thermal zone customers to look to the utility to facilitate 

future integration of the zones so as to achieve overall lower rates for all 

customers. 

 

While the Board lacks the jurisdiction to direct NUL to carry out a transmission 

line study that would require significant amounts of Government grants in order 

to be viable, the Board appreciates the concerns of FP that steps be taken to 

study a future inter connection between the Hydro and Thermal zones. The 

Board encourages NUL to take note and act on the intervener concerns and 

suggestions in this regard. 
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10. SUMMARY OF BOARD DIRECTIONS 
 

1. NUL is directed to refile its Phase 2 compliance filing based upon the Board's 

determinations in Section 5.1, within 60 days of this Decision. 

 

2. NUL is directed to provide, as part of its Phase 2 compliance filing, evidence 

based on the last 5 years history, showing the impact of applying Riders A 

and I across all NUL customers versus the status quo. 

 
3. For the purposes of the compliance filing, NUL is directed to provide 

reconciliations of each Rider A (by community) and Rider I deferral account 

and the consolidation thereof into a single fuel cost deferral account for the 

purposes of calculating a new Fuel Cost Rider. The parameters of the new 

Fuel Cost Rider should provide that it will be triggered if the forecast balance 

in the consolidated deferral account exceeds a threshold amount. Further, 

NUL is to address the appropriate threshold amount for the consolidated Fuel 

Cost Deferral account, in its compliance filing. NUL will continue to maintain 

fuel price deferral accounts (ie the existing Rider A deferral accounts, by 

community) and the fuel cost deferral account (ie the existing Rider I deferral 

account) separately, for the purposes of calculating the additions and/or 

reductions to the consolidated fuel costs deferral account. 

 

4. The Board directs NUL to reflect its findings in Section 6.2 of this Decision 

respecting the allocation of head office and general operational costs, in its 

Phase 2 compliance filing. 

 

5. NUL is directed to provide evidence showing the determination of company 

specific customer weighting factors which would be used in the allocation of 
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the customer portion of costs for poles towers and fixtures, OH and UG 

conductors and line transformers, at the time of the next Phase 2 GRA. 

 

6. The Board accepts NUL's proposal to design rates to recover 100% of the 

costs allocated to each rate class in each zone in accordance with the 

Bonbright Principles, unless there is some other restriction or over-riding rate 

design principle that would compel moving away from 100%. The Board 

directs NUL to reflect this approach to rate design in its Phase 2 compliance 

filing. 

 

7. The Board directs NUL to initiate discussions with NTPC and with the GNWT 

to ensure rates recover the costs in the manner in which those costs are 

being incurred on a component by component basis, while still meeting the 

criteria set out by the GNWT, for the purposes of the next GRA. 

 

8. The Board directs that the NUL proposed changes to Rider F be reflected in 

the compliance filing. 

 

9. The Board directs NUL to file a revised Rider R for 2013 consistent with its 

Phase 2 compliance filing. NUL is also directed to address the effective date 

of the restructured rates and propose applicable riders with respect to 2011 

and 2012 that are designed to collect or refund any difference between 

existing and proposed rates. 

 

10. NUL is directed to file a maximum investment level study at the time of the 

next GRA. 
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11. BOARD ORDER 
 

NOW, THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED THAT: 
 
 
1. The Board directs NUL to file its Phase 2 compliance filing in accordance with 

the findings and directions in this Decision within 60 days of the date of this 

Decision 

 

2. Nothing in this Decision or Order shall bind, affect or prejudice this Board in 

its consideration of any other matter or question relating to Northland Utilities 

(NWT) Limited. 

 
 

ON BEHALF OF THE 
PUBLIC UTILITIES BOARD 
OF THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES 

 

       
 
 
       
      Joe Acorn 
      Chairman 
 
      Dated March 12, 2012 
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